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THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CONTROL OF AEROSPACE

INDUSTRY CONFERENCE LITERATURE ISSUED IN

THE FORM OF SOCIETY PREPRINTS

Elizabeth H. Weeks*

Librarian, Smithsonian Institution

Astrophysical Observatory
Cambridge, Massachusetts

This is a session of the Documentation Division and you are from

libraries serving all subject disciplines. While some examples that I am

Using in lieu of slides are being distributed, I should like to say A word

about the title of this paper. The subject fields covered are those of

the aerospace sciences, but the bibliographical control achieved could, I

believe, be equally effective in any other subject field.

Introductiom

The bibliographical control of what Collison in his book
1

calls

"special materials" has been a problem in libraries for quite some time;

in special libraries, because our collections attempt to be complete

within our fields and encompass,all forms, "special materials" have always

been with us and are increating in their forms.

One of these is the preprint. This has been defined by a physicist

concerned with the communication problem as "any duplicated scientific

Communication whether intended for publication in that form or not."2

In a recent issue of one of our own S.L.A. publications there is an article

4

This work was done while the author was Senior Cataloger, Library,
Avco Corporation, Missile System Division, Wilmington, Massachusetts.



underlining the problematical aspects of this form for libraries and pro-

posing e cooperative solution.3

In this paper we are concerned with one important segment of this

preprint output - those issued in advance,of or at a conference or meeting.

Because most conferences are sponsored by a society or societies, these

preprints are familiarly called "society preprints." They are usually,

but not always, issued in unbound form. (Example 1)

They are acquired by special libraries as soon as available.
4

Because of their currency and relatively short lives in this form, it is

imperative that they be given high priority as far as bibliographical

control, availability, and announcement to readers are concerned. One

library'S.solution to the problem of making these available for Use may

prove he10ful to others. I shall describe the studies made; the descriptive

cataloging given; the classification of, and subject and added entries

assigned; and the housing, circulation control and announcement mide.

Preliminary Studies

Before any steps were taken, we deemed it necessary to answer two

questions:

1. What other bibliographical control exists for this form of liter-

ature and is it adequate as to depth and timing?

2. How are these preprints usually cited in the literature and

requested by readers?

Since the collection of preprints at hand and on order (mostly on

standing order) covered subjects primarily within the broad spectrum of
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astronautics, we examined in detail the two outstanding indexing and

abstracting tools for this field - International Aerospace Abstracts

(IAA) and NASA's Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR).

We disovered that for the most part these two tools did abstract

and index in depth (author, subject, sponsor, and society acronym and

number) most of the collection in hand and within a reasonable time.

"Reasonable time" in this case ww, interpreted as sooner*than one senior

cataloger and a junior cataloger could do it "in house."

In order to gain some perspective on how these preprints Were cited

and requested, we examined many bibliographies for preprint citations.

Colleagues were also queried at to how preprints were requested it the

reference and circulation deskt. The answer from both these sourtes was

that, in most cases, they were cited or requested by author's naMe, society

name or acronym, and number; by society name or acronym and number; or by

author's name and name of conference (for unnumbered preprints). The

approximate if not definite date was also usually known if not inherent in

the preprint number.

With these two major questions answered we decided that for most of

the preprints the form of a single finding list giving the holditigt of our

library would be economically feasible and adequate. This would be

incorporated into the author, title and added entry part of oUr cird

catalog.

Descriptive Cataloging and References

The form of single entry that we gave was that of society name as
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corporate author, "Preprints" or "Papers" as title, and contents note.

The contents note was given in paragraph form. Preprints that included a

date in the number (such as those of the American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics) were listed by number, with author(s) surname(s) and

initials and title. Multiple authors were given if not more than three.

If more than three, the phrase "and others" was used after the first

author. A date was added after the title for those not Possessing the date

as an inherent part of the preprint number. (Example 2)

As WOrk progressed on this single entry approach, it.vias evident that

a few added references would be helpful. These were made - references

from another society name where there was joint sponsorship of the con-

felcimm, from the name of the conference (if distinctive and if meeting

the definition of a "named conference" according to A.L.A. rules5 - careful

establishment of the conference name ensured consistency if the published

proceedings were added to the collection); from the host organization if

it was felt that this would be useful.

Most of the references sent readers to a block of numbers within a

long series. (EXample 3) Authority cards and references indicated thereon

were established as in conventional cataloging.

With almost any form of literature, some examples do not confOrm to

a general pattern. Sets of conference preprints issued under society(ies)

sponsorship that are not included in numbered series are common. These

sets are also less likely to be indexed by the abstract tools, or if done,

appear months after the conference. They are often the sets acquired by

dint of considerable "digging" after a reader brings to our attention



citations in published literature. These usually merit all the bibliog-

raphical control that a library can economically affor^d to give them. We

gave them the full cataloging one would use for published proceedings. A

full contents note was given. The individual preprints were not analyzed.

If the preprints were numbered, this sequence was followed in the contents

note; otherwise, they were listed alphabetically by author. In most

instances, main entry was under the name of the conference with added

entries under the name(s) of the society(ies), subject(s) and title (if

distinctive).

Classification

We classified the series of preprints according to the tibrary of

Congress schedules. The general field of the society's intere'sts was the

basis for the notation assigned. If the schedules provided for a separate

number for collected works this was used. Since the library also used

author letters and numbers to provide for distinctive call numbers, these

were taken from the corporate author.

Housing, Circulation Control, and Announcement

We stamped each individual preprint with two stamps - the "Library"

stamp and the "For Reference Use Only" stamp. The call number was also

pencilled in the upper right-hand corner of the cover.

Since quick copying facilities were available and it was econom-

ically feasible to reproduce the great majority as needed, the preprint

collection was a "Reference Use Only" collection.



The preprints were housed either in pra,;sboard binders or in

Princeton files.

The acquisition bulletin was not compiled by the cataloging staff,

and was a selected listing only. These preprints were not announced to

readers. Rowever, I believe that they should have been. Example 5

illusteatts the announcement of a few recently acquired preprints in the

series Oran e Aid Preprints in Nuclear Astrophysics as announced in

Library Acquisitions of the Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical

Observatoey Library.

1. Collisoni R. L. The Treatment of Special Material in Librariet. London,

Aslib, 1957.

2. MorttYcisk, M. Physics Infoemation Exchange - a Communication Experiment.

PhykicA today. v. 19, no. 6, June 1966, P. 62.

3. Tingi R. N. Preprint and the Physics Library - a Crisis and a Proposal.

Scil - Tech. News. v. 21, no. 1, Spring 1967, Pp. 11-12.

4. Two ieledtion tools of use in the acquisition of preprints:

6. YMIS: Technical Meetings Index. New Hartford, New York,

Technical Meetings Information Service, $25.00/year.

b. kientific Meetings. New York, Special Libraries

Association, $10.00/year.

5. Anglo-Americari,cataloging rules. . . Chicago, American Library

Association, 1967, p. 134 footnote.
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PUTTING KNOWLEDGE TO WORK
ON THE CURRENT AWARENESS BULLETIN

ABSTRACT

the special librarian has at his disposal knowledge of people and

literature which can be put to work in producing an effective current

Awareness bulletin. Consideration is given to layout and format, printing

and other reproduction methods, content and writing style, editing and

circulation practices. Selected, annotated bibliographies are offered as

sources 0 information for initiating and continuing such a program.

INTRODUCTION

Ah engineer came into his company's library and asked the librarian

in charge: "Do you have the proceedings of the symposium held by the ASTM

about A year or so ago? It dealt with mechanical behavior of anitotropic

structUral materials."

In handing the book to him, the librarian pointed out that the publi-;

cation was listed in the last issue of the library's current awareness bulletin.

"Oh, was it?" said the engineer. "I don't read the bulletin very

Much. There's too much in it."

More frustrating might be the following hypothetical situation. The

librarian only figures in the background.



Two scientists in a large research laboratory are looking for a report

published by another department of their organization.. They have searched

diligently through the various files of materials not so neatly piled on the

twin desks in their shared office, but they have not come up with the report.

"Do you suppose we could get it in the library?" says Scientist Number

One.

"Possible. But they don't have everything there," replies his

colleague.

What makes this frustrating is that among the piles of materials they

have riffled through are several copies of a publication entitled "Library

Notes". In one of those issues is buried a citation showing that the report

they Want was added to the library three months ago. In this formidable-

looking .publication the citation had been overlooked by both of them--lost

in a sea of black-line print.

The librarians in these two fictional libraries are doing adequate work.

But they are not putting knowledge to work. Readily available to them is

information which would improve their communications with their respective

library users. Their current awareness bulletins are not being read and the

use of their libraries is impaired correspondingly.

doth instances demonstrate a need for greater readership, better read-

ability for library current awareness bulletins. In both cases knowledge could

have been put to work to improve library usage through better written com-

munication.



THE CURRENT AWARENESS BULLETIN OR LIBRARY NEWSLETTER

As basic assumptions for this paper, we shall take the position that

communication with library users through a current awareness bulletin is

necessary, and that an attractive,.readable bulletin will stimulate library

usage. Such assumptions are, in turn, based on our conviction that it ii

important to have some current communication with library users. Making

these assumptions, we shall not argue value and importance, but restrict our

remarks to the bulletin itself.

First consideration should be given to the purpose of the bulletin. And

there are several which can be fulfilled. The bulletin can editorialize; it

can announce new acquisitions; it can inform users of library materials

available; and it can introduce concepts, services, and personnel. A library

newsletter or current awareness bulletin can do one or all of these things.

In anyevent, whatever purpose is decided for the bulletin should be directly

in lihe with the purpose of the library itself, and further that purpose.

Some examples of library bulletins with different purposes are listed in the

.Bibliography, Section Al.

The chief purpose of any special library is to provide special informa-

tion and special service to the staff of the organization of which It is a

part. Of the purposes suggested above, the ones which most closely alirwith

this OVer-all purpose are announcing new acquisitions and informing what

materials are available in retrospect. The rest of the suggested Purposes

can be included, but should be subordinate to this prime purpose. For the rest

of the paper we shall restrict ourselves principally to this, mentioning other

objectives only as they serve to illustrate means for increasing readership

and use of library facilities.



CONTENTS

Contents of the bulletin are defined in line with the purpose. Generally

speaking, the contents will be restricted to citations of books and materials

most recently received by the library and added to its collection. How this

is dohe will depend on several factors: staff time available, amount of

material reteived in the period of publication, and the audience toward

which the bulletin is directed, among others.

Staff time for producing the bulletin will be dependent in some measure

on method bf production. It will also depend on the contents. Time to write

brief annotations of books received ihould not be restricting. But if the

bulletin it to include annotations or abstracts of journal articles and re-

portt, the time factor can become a problem. Before using the limitation of

staff time available as a reason to reject publication of the bulletin,

however, the librarian should consider the value of the bulletin to the user.

Book annotations and brief abstracts or annotations of articles and reports

will greatly increase the readership and value of the bulletin to the parent

organizatidn. Writing such abstracts and annotations will put the knowledge

of the libr'ary staff to work in a valuabie enterprise. (See Bibliography, B12)

The pbriod of publication will dePend largely on.the amount of material

receiljed by the library. The determining factor in this is the amount of

current material to be included in the bulletin itself. The value of the

publication will be greatest if it includes notation on everything received

since its last isSue. This must be considered in relation to readership:

the greater the bulk of the bulletin, the less Will be its readership. The

Same makim applies here that is voiced in information retrieval circles:

"Don't deluge the user with too Much information." The library with a high



rate of acquisition will want to publish more often; the library with a low

rate of acquisition will be able to publish at greater intervals. The user

readership will vary inversely to the amount of material included in a

particular issue. Of course, the format and reproduction method will have

some bearing on this as well. (For examples, see Bibliography, Section A,

2 and 3)

The audience at which the bulletin is aimed will have a considerable

influence on its contents. Obviously, the wider the audience interests, the

greater will be the range of subject matter in the bulletin. If this becomes

too great for a single publication, perhaps other editions will be needed.

Or it is possible that alternating publication could be made: one week for a

particular group, the next for another group, and so on. The solution to

problems of this facet will be found as the librarian puts to work knowledge

of the library users and other personnel in the parent organization:

In the contents of the current awareness bulletin the use of pictures

and diagrams can have a great value. The use of such, however, will depend

on the method of reproduction and the availability of cogent illustrations.

Perhaps the best example of how this can be done is to be found in the

Official Gazette of the U. S.,Patent Office, where illustrations are an

absolute necessity. (A library example is Bibliography item A.1.h) In this

area of concern, the librarian can put the knowledge of an art and reproduc-

tion department to work.

Within many companies there is a multitude of "in house" publications.

These may be published by different departments or by organizations attached

to the company such as unions or staff associations, professional and

otherwise. The knowledge that the librarian gains from an intimate rela-

tionship With these various publications should be put to work to prevent



overlapping Of the information published in the library's current awareness

bulletih. If somebody else is doing it, the library doesn't hav.e to.

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of content consideration

is the arrangement of the material. Both from the standpoint of reP.dability

and attractiveness, arrangement of material rates high. Nobody will want to

read regularly a bulletin that is hodge-podge in the way items are given.

Here the librarian can put to work the knowledge gained in selection pro-

cedures, particularly the selection criteria used for reference materials.

This is a stock in trade for any librarian; it is part of the librarian's

basic training, sharpened by experience in the profession. No litbrarian should

be guilty of arranging material in a library publication in a manner that would

be Unacceptable in a Werence work.

Another piece of knoWltdge that can be put to work here is experiehce

with tha Users themselves. How do the users look for material in the library?

BY subject? By author? By title? Most people are used to finding things

alphabetically. (See Bibliography item B.2) But it might be possible that

an arrangement by classifitation number, if such is used in. the library, ts

ah easier method. knowledge of how the computer can most efficiently arPange

material could also enter into this question, and in this regard consultation.

with the company's data processing people will produce knowledge to be pUt to

work.

FORMAT

Format is probably the most important element in generating readership

and readability to a current awareness bulletin. The attractively formatted

bulletin will always be read. Format should lead the reader into the pub-

lication even as style in a good novel builds suspense making the reader



unable 'to cut short his reading until he finds "who donediit!" Format does

something else in the current awareness bulletin: it saves reader time. The

busy executive or engineer cannOt take the time to plow through material

unless he is drawn to do so by the material's attractiveness. And further,

the purpose of the current awareness bulletin is to save time for librarY

users. There are many sources of knowledge at the librarian's disposal which

can be put to mrk on this matter of format.

Most readily accessible knowledge comes from the examples prnvided by,

other puLlications probably already available in the library. The Wall Street

Jourhal includes an interesting current awareness feature on its front page in

the columns entitled "The News in Brief." Reader's Digest has built a great

circulation on the basis of time-saving condensations of articles and books,

putting them into an easily held, quick-redding format. (Some other periodicals

which will offer specific help are listed in Bibliography Section C)

The use of indentions and varying type can improve format, helping the

reader to scan material quickly, his eye being attracted immediately to the

items in which he is most interested. Consider the following examples:

HINES, Theodore H. and Harris, Jessich L. Computer riling of Index,

Biblio ra hic and Catalo Entries.. Newark, N.J.: Bro-Dart Foundation

966. 26 p. 5 95.

HINES, Theodore H. and Harris, Jessica L. Computer Filing of Index,
Bibliographic and Catalog Entries. NewiR, N. J.: Bro-Dart
Kflindation, 1966. 126 p. $5.95.

Hines, Theodore H. and Harris, Jessica L. COMPUTER FILING OF INDEX,
BIBLIOGRAPHIC AND CATALOG ENTRIES. Newark, N. C: Bro-Dart
Foundation, 1966. 126 p. $5.95.

HINES, Theodore H. and Harris, Jessica L. Computer, Filing of Index,

Bibliographic and Catalog Entries. Newark, N.J.: Bro-Dart Foundation,

1966. 126 p. $5.95.



Hines, Theodore H. and Harris, Jessica L. COMPUTER rILIN6 OF INDEX,

BIBLIOGRAPHIC AND CATALOG ENTRIES. Newark, N. J.: Bro-Dart Foundation,

1966. 126 p. $6.95.

The example is taken from the February 1967 issUe of Special Librarieg,

page 121. No attempt hat been made to change the entry form, nor could the

typewriter reproduce the type face used in the magazine. However, some things

become clear from the exaMple, First the typewriter does have some flexi-

bility in format possibiiities. And despite the changes in format the space

used by the particular, ehtry is the same, three lines. For an author

approach, the format of the second example is more appealing, For a title

approach, example No. 3 is more appealing. Of all tht examples, the indention

in the second and third will appeal more than the other three.

The cover and/or title page and masthead will also have a bearing on

the readerShip. KnOwledge is readily available to any library by asking fol..

help from the company's art and reproduction department if there is one. The

advertising department can help as well. With neither of these resources

available, a good printer in the community will help. But there are Many books

and articles which will provide format knowledge which can be put to work for

a better cUrrent aWarenegs bulletin. (Bibliography, Section B)

MEANS OF REPRODUCTION

How the bulletin is to be produced will depend on funds available,

equipment available, numter of copies needed, and to tome extent the con-

tent (CbliOgraphy Item B.4). The Copying Methods Manual by Hawken,

published by the American Library. Association will serve as a prime soUrce

of knowledge in this area. But there are many other publications providing

a comparison of methods. And certainly the art and reproduction department



of the librarian's company will provide immediate, practical knowledge that

can be put to work in making this important decision. It is well to remember

that the method of reproduction is another important factor in generating

readership and improving readability of the current awareness bulletin.

DISTRIBUTION

Little help can be found from outside sources to provide knowledge for

the librarian to put to woek in deciding the distribution of the currea

awareness bulletin. The best opportunity is for the librarian to become

cOmpletely knowledgeable of company personnel and their needs as well as

the means available foe distributing the bulletin to the company personnel.

Interdgt profiles can be of much help in deciding circulation. And

the bulletin itself tan inClude an opportunity for "feed back" by a simple

form or questionnaiee to be retUrned to the library with the desired informa-

tion. This form could also be Used as an order form for items listed in the

bulletin, the returnt o# the form being used as a gauge of bulletin reader-

ship ahd use;

STYLE

Style manuals abound. However, it it beyond the scope of this paper to

deal in detail with this atpect of the current awareness bulletin. Needless to

say, style is important and a few passing remarks can be justified.

A stilted, formal style will have less readership than an informal

"journalistich style. The language used should not be "technical." Librarians

have their own jargon as do scieptists, theologians, and other professionals,,

Sometimes it is hard for us to realize that some of the people to whom we

speak call "periodicals" magazines, and "indexes" lists, and so forth. If



possible, the knowledge of a technical writing staff can be put to work on

the style and language of the bulletin. (See Bibliography Item B.l3)

CONCLUSION

The special librarian has a great deal of knowledge available to him

to make his current awareness bulletin more readable, useful and valuable to

his company. Putting this knowledge to work effectively will greatly in-

crease the use of the library facilities he oversees.

At information specialists, providing special service to an organiza-

tion, special librarians need not forget their normal library talents and

techniques. Ptovidini knowledge that can.be put to work in a research pro-

ject; a business enterprise, or a particular building program; the special

librarian is trained in the use of literary materials of all kinds. There

is, therefore, the opportunity for him to put his special knowledge to work

in pafticular aspects Of hit own job.

Thd publication Of an effective current awareness bulletin is an

important aspedt Of library service. The knowledge the librarian puts to

wori for Others in hiS parent company can be put to work to ma this

'publication an effective tool within the company structure.

Perilaps the best sources of usable knowledge on the subject are the

librarianis ingenuity tthd the individual library bulletins he can acquire.

A fuither study dould be conducted concerning the attitudes of librarians

toward users, aild this could proVide knowledge of use in analyzing these

bulletins.

The following selected; annotated bibliography is offered to help in

providing tome knowledge of where to look, what to look for, and how to

do it. In preparing it We foUnd a paucity of information on the subject.

Undaunted, we publish here what we found.



A SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. Examptez Good And Bad

1. Cutkent awatene44 bulletins

Same tibtaty bulletins, teadity avaitabte to Apeciat tibtaAiapA,
ptovide examptes of Vatious techniques and pmposes:

a. BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY SOURCES. Monthty. Ctevetand Pubtic Libtaty,
BusinesA and Technotogy Depattnent.

tnctuding d btief instkuctionat text Ocussing attention on 461 'e
pattttutat setvice ot aspect of the business woad, thio battetin
tatz Obticationis of intetest to speciat fietds undek specific
zubjéct headings with entities aAtanged atphabeticatty by tittei
Each i64lie Lb given totatty to the speciat geed consideked. This
t4 a good exampte of the use of white space.

I. BUSINESS LITERATURE. Monthty. The Pubtic Libtaty o4 Newatk, New Jet4ey1
The BuSiness Libuty.

Listing tecemt acquiAition dz welt az matetiatA and bookA in
Atbampect, thiA bulletin iz devoted entikety in each issue t4

paAticutak aspect of business, with '4ubheadag4 by 4ubject and
enttted atphabetic by authox. A good euompte o6 much infotmation
be2A4 given cteady in 4mate space.

c. 8UtINEiS TECHNOLOGY ROOM BULLETIN. Monthty. The Hocaton Pubtic Liitaty.
(Red

Eack .1.4060. 66 624 bulletin ptovides comment on a patticutat Vetd
of intetest in science and ttchnotogy ot business and econam2t.6
With a.btief Listing by titte of tetated book4. An exampte o4
intokmdtionat comment intended to stimutate inctedzed usage.

d. BUSINESSWISE. Semiannuat. Duvet Pubtic Libtaty, BusineSA Divaion. (Mee)

"Issued twice a yeat in Match and Septembet . . . (this) 44 a
setected List oti hew book4, pamphtets, pettodicaits and documents
of Apeciat intetest to those in the fietds o6 business, carmetce,
indwitty and tabot." (Quoted Om the pubtication.) Inctuding
some wtiting about a 4ubjea aAea, the ent/Utz in'the bibtio-
paphic paAt4 ate annotated.

e. CUE TO BUSINESS. Biweekty. ,Indianapotiz Pubtic Libtam, Business Libtaty.

A singte sheet, mimeogtaphed newstettet, thiA publization asts
and annotates new books teceived in the tibtaAy in an atphabeticat
amangement by authm, and inctudes a btief liocus on a paAticutat
subject ot book in an editotiat.



1

CURRENT .LITERATURE IN TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION. Monthty. NohthwesteAn
Univetdity, The TAanzpoAtation Centet LibitaAy.

Thiz buttetin inctudez a taAge amount oi.mateAiat Aetated to
tAaiiic and tAanzpoAtation, tizted undet zubjectz by authok.
An exampte ci uze 06 .indentati.on, tuo cotton anangement and
taAge numbeA oi entA.tes az wett az the uze 06 Iteductioh 06
type in photo-o6 64e,t pAinti.ng pAocuz.

g. FOR YOUR INFORMATION. QuaA.4it.ty. Da liais Pubtit Libitaxy, Science etnd
Induaticy Depair.tnent. (Ree)

Connutts in thiz publication e.Otect atte.ntion to Aare peati.cutait.
zeit.vice ot collection 06 the tibicany depaittnent ox arz aspia 66
libuity AeAvice hi geneAal. Annotated tat6. 06 new b0oivs
zubjed ctazzi4icationz axe avtanged atphabeticatly by ataholts

h. LIBRARY BULLETIN. Monthiy. Lone Stait. Ga.4 Company, Datta4, Two,
Re.seaAch and DevetoOrent Libuity.

Heim L an exampte 06 a cwaent awmene44 bulletin niatang tat 04
diagum4 and tabtez and inctuding ab4tAatt6 06 matetat actuded,
AAtatez tizted in tack izzue ate avtanged uncle& aubjeet headiqz
aphabeticatty by titte.

SCI-TECH/BUS-EC INFO. Monthty. Tutza City-County.LibuAy gottm,
BuAineAA and Technotogy Depcuttrent. (Mee)

inelddikg editojaat torment, imstituctionat piece.4 and announce-
rnen.t .o tvLtie4, thi6 bulletin haz a Aeteeted VAt 04 it.e.ceritty
acqubted bookis wi-th annOtatioms. Ente6 axe eficitanged by
da.s<Siiication numbeA. Anotheit exampte 06 the u4e. o
Apace 604 teadeAzhip, and oi indentation.

GOUERNM.EWT SERVItES*

Cove Aliment pubticathm4 can. pitovide borne examptos oi ell/Witt
dwa1te.ne4.1 in6oh.mation pttht.i.zhed on wide itangez 06 <subject matteA. That me
many mohe than tho4e. 926.ted hem., but these oiieit. examptet which can hap in
the publicati.on o4 an attAacti.ve and wsabt.e cument awaicene64 bwtttank

a. BUSINESS SERVICE CHECKLIST. Weekty. U. S. Depaittrent 06 Cantle/tee.

Conceming Atatalicat and biblioguphic matexita ke,taii.ve to
the btaine44 conmunZty.on a nationat .scate, this pubttdation
a, good exampte 06 a quA.ck teeiEence-by-titte butteti.n,
canned by the hwoied teadeit.

b. SELtCTED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS. Biweekty. suovantendent
. 06 Documents, Gave/Invent Pninti..ng ()Wee.

The. ieatuke oi thi/s pubUcat,i,on that c.outd we-te be, toed by the.
Apeaat tibwian Ls the on.deA 6oAm which can be tau 0.66 and
iLettaned with the n.equat 604 a paitticutaA. "pubLizati..on
pubticatZonz.



c. di S. GOVERNMENT MONTHLY CATALOG. Monthty. Supetintendent o6 Documents,

Govanment PAinting 066ice.

Heke iz an exampte that the speciat tibAaAian woutd do wett to

stem. aut.& o. The mountainous inpwation inctuded make4 this
a continuing AWAence toot AatheA than a cument aWaAeness

bulletin. Howevek, it doe4 have can/Lent awaAenezz vatue ok
paAticutaA agency and depattrentat pubeications o6 the goveAn-

ment. /t puvides an exampte o what can happen with a too-tong
Pubtication pekiod and a vay takge acquisition votme.

3. COMMERCIAL EXAMPLES

Among the many cameAciat indexing and abstkacting 4ekvice4,

the iottowing will save az exmrptes o taAge votume acquisition toweking
cuAAent awakeness vaeue and capability. Admittedty, thesk ake not pubti4hed
iok tuAkent awakeness, but they show what a cukkent awaianess batetin canhot

do

a. APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INDEX. Monthty; cumkated quaktetty and

annually. H. W. Witun Carpany.

The subject aAAangement haps this poputaA index to have some
cument awaxeness vaeue in that it can be scanned Aathet quickey

in t pakticutak subject categoky. The vaxying use o6 type-iace
iz anotheA assistance in this puApose, but the mountain o6

in4omnation maiza Lt mou a kepAence than a cuAxent awaxeneA4
toot

b. ENGINEERING INDEX. Monthty. Engineeking Index, Inc:

Atthough entAies inctude ab4tAact4, the cuirAtnt wmAene44 fttue

o .614 .1.4 &welted by the diiiiiicutty in scanning paga ox

authoAz and tittes in a bAie6 time.

8. OROPUCtION NELPS

The Ottowing items au souAces o6 in6okmatibn on limmat, mittng,
gkaphid4, &Lilting, and otheA etement4 necessaAy to comidek in publishing d

cument aweikeneAs blteetin that wilt be koadabte, attAactive and uzabte.

1. AN ANNOTATED 8IBLIOGRAPHY bN TECHNICAL WRITING, EDITING, GRAPHICS, ANb

PUBLI8HING 1950-1965. Pubtished jointey by the Society o6

nicat WAiteAs and PubtisheAs, Inc. and the CdAnegie LibmAy

Pitt4bukgh,

.
Coveithig a bkoad aAea o6 ihteke4t, tha book Vists 2,000 boOk4. and

aktiaes concekned with evay aspect o technicat wititing, editing,

gAaphiCs and pubtahing aephabeticatty by authok. It inctudeA

much that witt be o6 yaue to the tibkaitian desiAing knowtedgt

about pubtizhing a cukkent awakene44 buteetin.



2. BLAIR, kE1TH G. "Engineeting tibtaky buttetin4 the human 6actom
consideAation." Sple.!g Libkak.ies 52:175-182, ApAit 1961.

A Atudy on the human iactms copect 06 123 engineeking tibhaky
buttetin4 indicate4 that thue pubtications ake not ptanned Ok
taitoked 6ok the use 06 the teadeA.

3. COSTELLO, Miehad A. and HenAy Boos. "Pkepakation 06 an in6okmation
bulletin." Speciat LibtaibitA 50454-55, Novembek 1959.

Thi4 di4cu44ion o6 mtthod4 wed in pubti4hing a tibAaky
tion bulletin at Picatinny Auenat conc2ude4 that pAepaAing 4
buteetin can be Aimptiged and made mote Wicient good'

management and indu4tAia2 engineehing concepts aAe apptied.

4. HAWKEN, WILLIAM R. Copying Methods Mantua. Chicago, Ammican Libuty
Association, 1966. (Libhaky fiEgrotogy Phogham Pubtitation
No. 11.)

Cument need liot a manual* o copying method4 cleating with the
ptoceue4, methods, technique4, and type4 o equipment which
can be used 150A.Aepuducing documents i4 itatitted by thi6
comptehenAive handbook.

5, HOCKEN, SANDRA: "Disseminating eument inifokmation," Special. libuh244.
53:93-95, Febhuaxy 1962.

Dioscuzzing the use oi a cuicitent auraexe.64 bulletin a.t the ISM
Advanced Sotems Devetopment Re.seaitch Libitay at San Jose,

Cati 6onnia, thta atticte give6 attenti.an Coopmattve conipila-
tion niethod6, pkovitsion 06 Copia 06 .item4 tated in the butettin
and ciAcatation o6 mateit.tatz to caapany 4tabf monk/144

6. HOLMAN, WILLIAM R.. Libuoicationh. San Fkanciko, Rope& Beacham,*
1965

Thi4 beauti4ut book contains a di4eu44ion 06 the Oinciptei
good wanting and A. Aupptemented thAoughout weith ouhtanding
exampte4 o Wective LibkaAy pubtieationA.

7. JACKSON, LUCILLE. "Same ob4eAvat2on4 on ifitty techniciat tibkaAy buttedn4."
Speciat Libkakies 44:366-9, Novombek 1953.

ThiA AtUdy 06 ifigy tibtahy buttetia, pnimaAit ilhom campanie4

with 4tAong Aepwentation in the phoJvwtceutüo2, petAateum 4nd
iood indu4tAie4, 4uAvey4 the kind4 o4 pubticat2on4 coveked by
the bul2etin4, the 4tyte4 06 pAuentation 06.matetiat, 4y46.A6

. 06 pupa/Ling, and mithod4 wed tfok theiA duplication.

S. KARCH, R. RANDOLPH, Gkaphic AAt4 PAoceduke4. Chicago, Ammican Technicat
Society, 1957.

An intkoductoky text to att a4pect4 06 the gtaphic axts, thi4
book at60 conta2n4 numetow Ae6mence4 6ot lukthek keading.



9. MELCI4R, DANIEL and LARR1CK, NANCY. Panting and Pkomotion Handbook,

3d Ed., New Simla, McGilaw-H11271-966.

The authoAs have given a thonough tuatment to att aspects oi

theik subject. Compaitizon o4 copying mthods is given on
tining papeAs and an extenoive bibtiogAaphy L6 pAmented in
Appendix 2, P. 417-29, that witt have gAeat vatue in puving
knowtedge to the speciat tibmAian in pubtishimg a cuAkent

awmeness bulletin.

10. NORINS, HANLEV, The Compteat CopyMitek. New Yak, McGitaw-Hilt, 1966.

Whit1 speciiicatty conceAned with adveAtising communication,

MA, NciAins pointeu on miting good copy Ahoutd be he1p4ut to
tibAaAiam in oomoting tibmAy seAvices thAough pubtished
bulletins.

11. THE NEWSLETTER ON NEWSLETTERS, 20 Notth Wacka Dnive, Chicago, Ittinoia,

60606. Montkey, $18.00 pa yeaA.

Thiis i6 a montkey baUeUn coveA,i.ng many a4pee,t4 o4 newsZet,teit
pubLizlyi.ng az weft az .asting new and ezizting ne.wztette z, the,01.
eattgaat. Itequbtenents, maAtzet.s and madem. Intended to htep
maAkaem 4ind pubtieZty avenueis, the publication haz vatue to
the cwotent cuvantneAz pubtiisha-libufbian.

12. "Routing Technicat In6oAmation" Machine Design 25:15, p. 147-49,
June 20, 1963.

&zed oh a que4tionnaike suLmitted to 1,000 enginew and eitgineeta
ing Managem, this aAticte suAveys attitudes toWaAd setectiVe

dissemination o inialtmation. Engineeks' suggestiOns

tibkaAy setvices, inctuding the use oi newstetteAs, au given.

13. V'ECIAL: LIBRARIESi Vot. 49, No. 1, Januaky, 1958.

Fowl. ieattae air-titles Ln this issue o6 S mita Libitait,Lez cut.e
de.valted to the ite,eati.onzlyi.p between zpe LLbIUVLJan4 and
tedthidat Wtem and how they can azz-izt and comr3tement each
ötheit..

C. NONL.LIBPARY PERIODICAL HELPS

The petiodicatz tisted heke ate some wkith aAe not conceAned

with &bum pubtems, but which contain knowtedge Aetated to pkoduction
ota good buttetin and hence knowtedge which can be put to woAk by speciat

tibAdAians in ptoducing an ebiective cavtent awakeness bulletin.

1. ADVERTISING AGE. Weekly. Advatising Pubticatons, Inc., Chicago

New Yak.

RegUtat peAuzat olf thi4 pubtication witt genelLate o6 new
ptoducts and techniques o media communications.



2. BUSINtSS ADVERTISING. Monthty. Decket Co*unication4, Inc., New Yotk.

Thi4 olgetz an oppohtunity t4 ,nd out what advektaing peopte

ahe zaying and doing.to impove theit tude, and at the same

time gain idea4 Lot imptoviAg tibtaxy communication.

3. CA MAdAZINE. Umonthty. Coyne 8 Btanchatd, Inc., Pato Atto, Catqatnia.

Thi4 beauti4ut pubtication witt ptobabey pkovide mote matehiat

60k coveting, but can give idea6 6ok.bettek.6ohmat, type iace4,

itliatitatiOH4 and othek a4pect4 oti cannunication ahl4 t4 impkove

the moke etabokate pubti/shing e66oh1t6.

4. PRINTER'S INKo Second and Foutth Ftidays. Deckek communication4, Inc.,

Yotk4

Thi4 poputat adveAtaing magazine inciUded many examptu and hetp4

in J4ent2i5y1ng the audience 6ok a pubtication and taking.accuhate

eam tO /teach that audience.

5. REPORTER OF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING. Monthty. The Repohtek o Vikect

Mait Advehti4ing, Inc.) GaAdeit City, L.I., Nov Yokk.

14 the cuhhent awahene44 buttain o6.a 4peciat tibtaly con-,

.

4kdeted a4 a dikect mait ptomotion puce, fhi4 magaune can be

oi hetp in t..6 ptoduction.

6. TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS. Quaktekty. Society oi Technicat tOriteA4 and

Pubtiaheh4, Wa4hington, D. C.

Akticte4 in fhi4 pubtication dvxt with many a4pect4 66 whiting

and pubtahing whidh appty dikettty t4 the pkoduction 615 a
novAtettek ox butUtin and witt ptouide good advice khd know-

Ledge 150, tibutLanis in pubti4hing a cument awahene44 butte-tin.

P. MISCELLANEOU.§ SOURCES

The tiottoWing iteW ake companie4 and omanization4 Oom which

4pec4it iniotMation tan be obtained by miting and ashinb.

1. Battek Typo-ddign Re4eakch Centet, Mendota, Ittinoi4, has pkepated a
4ekies o6 pubtication4 among which ake the Ottowing:

KEN BUTLER'S LAYOUT SCRAPBOOK: 101 USABLE PUBLICATION LAYOUTS, 1954

101 MORE USABLE PUBLICATION LAYOUTS, 1958.
PRACTICAL HANDBOOK ON DOUBLE SPREADS IN PUBLICATION LAYOUT, 1956

PRACTICAL HANDBOOK ON EFFECTIVE ILLUSTRATION IN PUBLICATION

LAYOUT, 1952
PRACTICAL HANDBOOK ON HEADLINE DESIGN IN PUBLICATION LAYOUT, 1954



2. S. D. Wahken Company, Boston, has imoduced sevekat pubticat.i.ons on

planting and typopaphy among which au the iottowing:

PRIWTING, ITS FORMS AND DESIGNATIONS
PRINTING, PAPERS AND THEIR USE
PRINTING, THE PROCESSES OF REPRODUCTION
PRINTING, TYPES AND TYPOGRAPHY

3. Jtvekat papeh companies have pubtished mate/adz on ghaphia, wanting
pkoceises and papek me's. Among their ake:

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, NEW YORK

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION, WISCONSIN
CROWN ZELLtRBACH CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO'

4. Ohm. booh giving some iniokmation on tayout, typoghaphy, styte, eta.:

DE LOPATECKI, EUGENE. Advektdi.sing Layout and Typogkaphy, New

Vonkk konatd Pkess, 1952.

How .6 Pkepake Aktmokk 4o4 LettelreA4, ion Lithogicaphy, Kimbehey-

Ctak Coo" Neenah, Wiscons4n.

JACK&N, HARTLEY E. Panting: A Pkacticat Intkoduction to the

Okaphic Akts, New Yoilz, MeGnaw-Hitt, 1957.

Ptanting Ldyout and Design, Detmak Pubtahing Compdny, Atbany,

Wew YO4k.

TURNBULL, ATHUR T. The Gnaphia oi Communication: Typogkaphy,

Layout.and DesIgn, New Yotk, Hat, Rinehwa, 1964.

TURNER, RUFUS P. Technicat Whitek's and Editoe4 Stytebook,
indianapotis, Howad W. Sam, 1964.

5. PkOcetding4 o6 Whiteks' coniekences and othek qmposia, inaitutes and
meetings can au, pitoilide much vatuabte inioAmation.
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Abstiact

The purpose of this paper is to discuss methods lor evaluating a working

collection of state-of-the-art technical documents with special reference

to collections maintained by industrial organizations.

As the doctiment Colledion increases in size the question of weeding arises.

bocurnents vSliable to the organization should be kept; those of ho further

value should be discarded, For many libtarians this dilemma is aggravated

by the lack 6f dependable criteria for' making a choice.

The rationale for document selection and Weeding that is presenthd in this

paper is influenced by an operating Selecthre Dissemination of Information

y stem

Once a progtam of e-stálttation is introduc6d and followed the librirlan can

maintain with some degree of Certainty a litrong co;p collection of technical

clocumehts .



Defining a Core Collection in a Technical Document Library

by

Richard H. Stanwood
Systems Analyst

internatibnal Business Machines Corporatitn
daithersburg, Maryland

Writing in the Summer 1966 Outlook,' Dr. Jesse 14. hërà., Dean

of the school of Library Science, Western Reserve University, makes the

following observation:

"We have all heard much of late sz4 the knowledge explotion,
but even more serious for the libririan is the paper ex,
plosion, by 6omparison with wliich the explosion of knoW-

ledge it hti more, than a modest crackle. These piecet of
paper are.the tells of the library organism, but becauSe
there it available no sure means fOr distinguishing the
quick fican die dead, the librarian is compelled to work
with a tteadily increasing inventoiir of materials; ..

Although Dri .'hera spoke of tiOok§, his statement could algo apply

to collections of technical reports. HoweVer, it is my contention that

methods can be introduced through wtiich the technical librarian tan dis-

tinguish witl; tome degree of atatirac't "the quick from the dead. " Using

them, the eXpantion Of the collection can be controlled and at the same

time responsiveness to user needs can bd maintained.

1. Referenc" és are listed on the last page.



The methods suggested in this discussion are based on experiences

gained in the Technical Reports Center, Electronics Systems Center,

Federal Systems Division, IBM Corporation, Owego, New York.

Although the Technical Reports Center (TRC) is allied with the Tech-

nical Library and the Document Control Department, it is a separate

administrative units An organization chart follows:

TI
Technical

. Library

Information Retrieval
and

Office Services Project*

T echnical
Reports
Center

I -D oc ument
Control

ft has been shown by Randall2 that most technical reports have

limited period Ot iite. From this it is evident that the report collection

in an industrial library cannot remain static and be respongiVe to

thanging User needs: The collection must be thought of as a dynamic

entity which must be responsive to users on the one hand and maintained

With good management practices on the other.



Good management as applied to report collections is defined in

this discussion as being responsive to users, economical, and efficient.

Viewing the collection as a dynamic entity, the core cannot

be 6onsidered as static, but rather as a changing body of reports.

Although the reports generated at Owego must be retained

indefinitely, the bulk of the remainder of the collection is subject to

continuous weeding. "Core" as used in this discussion is defined as the

working, used, and usable collection of reports at any point in time.

Thus, by the very nature of this approach to collection management the

core collection this year is not the *same as that last year; it is in fact

the minimum collection that can satisfy the greatest number of user

requests.

The Owego Technical Reports Center operates a computerized

information retrieval program called the MERGE System. MERGE

combines KWIC (Key Word in Context) indexing and SDI (Selective

Dissemination of Information). It uses the vocabulary contained in the

Thesaurus of ASTIA Descriptors3 and a locally developed List of Open-

Ended Terms which is compatible with and enlarges upon the descriptors

in the Thesaurus. Through this system all technical reports accessioned

by TRC are indexed, announced, searched, and retrieved.

Document acquisition is aided by reference to a summary list

of all descriptors chosen by SDI users. The information is displayed



66 that each user is shown in a group opposite the descriptor that is

cOmmon to the group. While this approach gives guidance .regarding the

type of material that should be acquired,it does not guarantee that What

1 6 received will command the degree of interest indicated. The cohectibn

is comprised of reports acquired through automatic distributio.n, those

selected and ordered by TRC staff members, and those requested by

laboratory personnel and ordered by TRC. Reports requested by users

Itte handled on 3.n accelerated basis although they go through the same

pi4ocessing.cycle is all other reports (evaluation for applicability to

Nfrego interests, check for duplication, cataloging, announcement)e

The following types of reports are acquired by TRC. The per-

tentage of each type ihput to the collection is also indicated.

1. Unclassified reports selected by TRC, users) and axitomati-

tally redelved from non-IBM sources; 67%

2. Owego =Classified reports; 10%

3. Other IBM unclassified reports; 8%. Received automatically.

4. Abstradts of journal articles; 7%. Most of these are selected

by the Teahnical Library and submitted to TRC for ahnouncement.

5. dlassitied ieports: Owego produced; 2%, 1\\on-IBM produced; 6%.

While dlassitied ieports are cataloged and announced through the

Mt/WE System the dociaments themselves are controlled from receipt to

destructiOn by the bodument Control Department.



Report announcement is accomplished through a weekly KWIC

indexed bulletin and SDI notifications.

The concern of the prethent discussion is the application of SDI

utlier responses to report collection management.

At the present time 216 user interest profiles are matched each

weelc with approximately 200 documents. About 2000 user notifications

kekult frOrn the matching process. A recent sttidy showed that up to

fiVe persOns read each SDI notice; this is attributed to the fact that

Many profiles represent entire departments.

The information sent to each SDI user includes the document

title, abstracts personal authors, publication date, corporate author,

report and contract numbers, and cataloging descriptors. From this the

User is aSked to express his interest in the document by making One of the

following four choices; (1) Of Interest. Document Requested; (2) Of

/fiterest. Document NOt Wanted, (3) Of Intei'est. Have copy, (4) Of

No Interest. It má 9. be seen that within the aVailable choices the 8 DI

iiter can express Interest in a document without ordering a copy of it.

About 67% of the notification cards are returned toTRC; of these

an b. lierage of 17% ate in "of interest" categokies (choices 1, 2 and 3 in

the preceding paragkaik. 4

Sevral assuinptions are made concerning the SDI responset,

(1) the user interegt pkofiles on which the notifications are based are



reasonably representative of user intere3t, (2) the descriptors ade-

quately describe the documents (3) the responses reflect the true

opinions of the respondents, (4) there is enough information on which

to make.an intelligent evaluation of a document. Since SDI responses

are analyzed for several operational purposes, including the question

of document weeding, which is discussed in this paper, TRC personnel

engage in a continuous program of user education to insure that confidence

can be placed in the responses.

Although a high initial plateau of relevance is insured by the aciquisi-

Eons policy not all docurnents are found useful by laboratory personnel.

Nor do those which are found useful remain so for an unlimited period of

tirne.in addition, good records management practice aims at the transfer

of semi-active and inactive records to storage and the discard of

unnecessary records. In view of these considerations the TRC staff

has attempted to find ways to minimize the number of reports in the

work area and in storage. Microfilmed records have offered only

partial relief to the space problem and none to the problem of quantity.

e, Storage space is available at TRC for 17, 000 to 18, 000 full-sized

reports; the approximate number of documents acquired in a period of

two years. Documents that have been on the shelves two years are

evaluated for further retention at that time. Those retained are sent

to a storage location.



A policy of document weeding has been in effect at TRC for

a number of years. Originally it was based on a TRC librarian's

judgement of what would or wouldn't be of future interest to laboratory

personnel. Later, it was recognized that the librarian's judgement

could be enhanced by adding the measure of document value afforded

by circulation records. But even with the addition of this judgmental

criterion it was found that uncertainty as to future requirements could

still result in the tendency to keep more material than was necessary.

The librarian's judgement was and still is tempered by several

considerations relating more to the origin than to the intellectual

content of the document. A summary of some of these considerations

is shown in Table I.

Owego generated . . . Keep indefinitely

Other IBM. . . . . . Discard if inactive
Discard if inactive

DDC . . . . Discard if loss of halftone or color plates
would not impair subject content

NASA. . . . Discard if no activity (only one copy is gent).

Non-IBM
Non-DDC 1 . . . . . Discard if inactive and/or available from
Non-NASA source, if required.

A

Table I. Some Criteria for Weeding

-7-



Retently; an investigation was mide to determine if thete was

tiny value to the librarian in applying SDI responses as Well a# cirdu-

lation iecords to.his evaluation of documents for reiention.

This approach was suggested from the observation that SDI

users became in effect "document review committees" after their response

dirdS were summarized document-by-document. From this it Waö

hypothesized that the librarian would be better able to make infokmed

decisions'on questions of document disposition if, to hit own khoWiedie

of future laboratory technical interests, he could add the advice' ot

tipers as well as the record of document circulation. Intereetingly

enough, summarized SDI responses can point to the desirability of

retaining documants which may not have been circulated prior tO

evaluation.

The hypothesis was applied to an actual group of 1483 reports

trout types 1 and 3 on page 4. Of them, 523 (35%) were marited for

iiscard. Had the SDI responses not been used 20% to 25% woUld haVe

been discarded. It was concluded thai the hypothesis was correct mid

ihat by adhering to it a librarian could weed a document collection

effectively and expeditiously: It was also concluded that the addition

bf SDI responses as a factor in evaluation gave the librarian a practical

and powerful judgmental tool..

-8-



It should be mentioned that under current procedures a document,

after it has been selected for further retention,is sent to a storage

location from which it can be recalled within 24 hours. Theni tIter

three more years it is checked again for evidence of interest and its

applicability to laboratory technical problems. Generally, few reports

other than those generated at Owego are retained beyond this point in

time.

The difference between the method of weeding discussed iii this

paper and that proposed, for example, by Trueswell5 for books is that

his is based entirely on last date of circulation. The method under

discussion improves the librarian's degree of certainty in deciding

which documentd to retain and which to discard by permitting hitn to

enlarge the foundation of his decision beyond his own knowledge of

future labOratory technical interests to include the advice of users

as well at document circulation records.
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SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
A MEDICAL LITERATURE RETRIEVAL SERVICE

J.E. Barrett, R.K. Ausman, T.D. Graham, J.R. O'Brian

Selective Dissemination of Information or SDI is

a current awareness system which has been employed'at

Roswell Park Memorial Institute to serve the needs of

the clinician researcher on a daily basis. The service

was deemed necessary due to the prolific amount of literature

published on a daily, weekly, monthly, and annual basis.

This timesaving device matches the interest of the subscriber

with the content of published literature through the use

of an electronic data processing machine. Thus, individuals

in the medical community, without any library research,

can be made aware of current innovations in clinical,

surgical and research disciplines.

The SDI system is composed of two major elements,

the literature and the subscriber. The literature phase

is comprised of medical and scientific journals published

on a daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly basis. A conclusive,

225 word summary, header review or introduction is selected

from each paper, and this abstract is copied directly

in machine-readable form on a Magnetic Tape Selectric

Typewriter (MT/ST) for processing by the computer and

storage. Approximately 65 journals are abstracted each

month at the present time.

The subscriber participates by preparing one or more

profiles (Fig. 1) of descriptor words (any words in his



vocabulary directly related to or connected with his particular

specialty or field of interest). To capture the singular

or plural usage and different parts of speech the word

root may be employed instead of all of the word forms.

(For example, the letters surg designated as a root,

term within the profile.will match with and print out

an article .containing the words surgery, surgeon, surgeons,

or surgical.) Phrases may also be used as descriptors;

however, proper terms, such as authors' names, journal

titles, drug names, names of various virus strains and

special surgical techniques, form the bulk of most profiles.

Further meaning is given to these root terms, exact terms

and phrases by assigning a weight factor (from -9 to +9)

to each in accordance with its contextual importance.

Minus weights are used to screen away undesirable information,

The entire profile is then given a selectivity level

(or hit level) (from -9 to +9). This level determines

the number of descriptor "matches" that must be made before

an abstract notice is printed. For the purpose of uniformity,

all profiles in the SDI system at Roswell were initially

assigned a hit level of +4. Subsequently, an experiment

was conducted testing the efficiency of this level for

the selection of pertinent abstracts. One profile was

given various hit levels raneing from 1 to 4 to determine

the number of "noise" or no interest abstracts generated

by each of the four levels. As the hit levels were

lowered, the selectivity was correspondingly decreased;



therefore, abstracts generated at the +1 level were virtually

meaningless. Consequently, the +4 level was found to

be the most effective. Assigning a +4 hit level is primarily

a management tool and does not limit the subscriber

in any way. A matching procedure follows in which all

profiles are compared individually, word by word, with

the abstracts. When a sufficient relationship exists,

thereby satisfying the selectivity level, the abstract

is printed out on a compound port-a-punch card. At the

same time, statistics indicating the effectiveness of

each journal abstracted are generated for control purposes.

One feature which reduces computer time is auto-

indexing. This technique utilizes an exclusion word list

(so that insignificant terms are not indexed) and a dictionary

word list (which indexes only those terms appearing in

the subscriber profiles). Thus, in the matching procedure,

the computer scans the keywords rather than the complete

text of each abstract.

The printed cards (Fig. 2) are divided into two parts,

one containing the 15 line abstract (in addition to 5

lines which contain the source, author, and title) and

the other, a response card by which the subscriber evaluates

the summary. This half of the card contains pre-scored

port-a-punch responses from which the subscriber makes

his choice. He may indicate that: (1) he wishes a reprint.

of the entire article; (2) the abstract has provided him

with sufficient information;.(3) he has seen the article



previously; (4) the abstract is of little interest to

him; or (5) the abstract is of no value. Space is also

available for comments or word changes in his profile,

eliminating the need for constant personal contact with

the SDI Center. The second portion is then returned to

the Center where the responses are processed for statistics

determining the effectiveness of the system and the individual

profiles. A continuous tabulation is made for each word

in a profile which acted as a matching word for generating

abstracts. Thus, it is possible to determine those words

which may be of little or no interest. At this point,

ineffective words can be dealt with by reducing the weight

level, assigning a negative value, or removing such words

from the profile. Bated on subscriber responses, a report

is generated monthly indicating the effectiveness of each

profile and the individual words contained in the profile.

In actual operation, SDI is a current awareness system;

however, since all sutmaries abstracted are stored on

magnetic tape, retrosPective searches of information can

be conducted at any time, if desired. This allows the

subscriber to retrieve information on a subject unrelated

to the interests expressed in his profile(s) by submitting

one or any number of keywords which will then retrieve

all information on any given subject.

Selective Dissemination of Information at Roswell

Park has been operated for approximately 20 staff members



during the last two years, also serving five persons

hot directly associated with the Institute, located considerable

distances from Buffalo. The latter group has proved that

immediate contact with the program co-ordinator is not

necessary. There are 55 profiles in the system at present,

and in one indtance all Of the profiles for one subscriber

Were Written employing a technique which eliminated the

need for a personal interview.

As ot March 30, 1966, 13,645 abstracts were sent

to participants for which replies had been received. (Fig.

3). There were 70% designated to be of interest, including

12% nOting document requests, 55% in which the abstract

Was deemed sufficient, and only 3% in which the paper had

been seen before the abstract card arrived from the SDI

Center. Notifications of absolutely no interest to the

Subscriber represented 15%. As of March 30, 1967, the

interest level had risen to approximately 78%.

SUMMARY

Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI), a mechanized

system using an electronic computer, is being employed

to retriette and present medical and scientific literature

in capSule form to clinicians and researchers at Roswell

Park Memorial Institute. Information is selected according

to the expressed interest of each subscriber, thus enabling

him to keep up with the latest adVances in his field on

a daily basis with a minimal amount of time spent. Statistics

Are given reflecting the effectiveness of the system.
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THE ROLE OF SEARCHING SERVICES IN AN ACQUISITIONS PROGRAM*

Antoinette L. Lueck
James M. Tierneyt
Ann T. Dodson

University of bayton Research Institute,

Dayton, Ohio

A user presents his point of view of literature searching
through the majot searching Services in the overall program
of acquisitions ibr the engineering staff of the Air Force
Aeto PropulSion Laboratory. These major searching services
.include the Defehse Documentation Center (DDC), the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Science InfOrmation Exchange (SIE), And the National Refer-
ral Center (NRC). Procedures have been established within
the laboratory for utilizing these searching services.
These procedureS include writing and submitting the
requests fot retrospective literature searches and interest
profiles for clitrent-awareness services as well as the sub-
sequent acquisition of documents and information cited in
the teturns. The kelative value of the returns from these
.searching servites is described; the value of a search
return is determined by its completeness, response time,
format, accuracy, and availability of cited information.

introduction

The growing need to be informed and the increased volume of publica-

tionS hal/é made the task of locating literature.pertinent to any.one subject more

and more diffidult. Engiheering personnel in the scientific and technological

disciplines often identify and acquire their own needed technical information.

* The program described ih this paper was established under U. S. Air Force
Contract AF33(615)-2993 to satisfy the requirement in Air Force Regulation 80-29
for the transfer of infortation through a Scientific and Technical Information
(STINFO) organization. Publication of this paper does not constitute Air Force
approval of the findings Or tonclusions stated therein. The paper is published
only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.

t Presently affiliated with the Columbus Laboratories of the Battelle
Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio.



This situation iv particularly true if needed information is available only

in nonbook form.

The Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL) at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Ohio, as one user, has tried a different approach to satisfy

this growing need: namely, the establishment of a Scientific and Technical

Information (STINFO) Office. This office has the task of identifying and

acquiring the technical information required to support the mission of the labora-

tory. Three separate, yet closely related, procedures fulfill this task: litera-

ture searching, interest profiles, arid document acquisition. Only engineering

,personnel of the laboratory can place a request to initiate these procedures.

The STINFO staff then formalizes the request, processes all the necessary paper

work, and maintains the response files. At no point in these procedures does the

STINFO Office evaluate the technical dontent of a response for the engineering

staff.

Literature Sdarching

Engineering personnel at AFAPL initiate a literature search by presenting

a written deScriptiOh Of a subjdct of interest to STINVO personnel and then discus-

sing the subject in detail. Tiie purpose of this discussion is to develop a state-

ment expressing the search subject clearly and in a manner adaptable to machine

searching. This discussion ofteh results in adding limiting parameters in order

to increase the accuracy of the search returns. The final form of the literature-

search request is a concisely Worded paragraph detailing the subject and occasionally

is supplemented with keywords and phrases.

The request is Sent to the searching services of the Defense Documentation

Center (DDC), the Nationai Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Science

2



Information Exchange (SIE), and the National Referral Center (NRC) of the Library

of Congress on the standard forms supplied by the centers or on STINFO Office

form letters. These fouf main services supply references to documents, current,

projects, and organizations having competente in the subject areas. Other

specialized searching services, societies, or companies are used as the subject

requires.

The returns from the four searching services named are described

on the basis of completenessi response time, format, accuracy, and availability

of cited information. Incompatibilities between the mission of the Air Force

Aertl Propulsion Laboratory and the scope of the searching services or between

the search request and the type of system queried are identified in order to estab-

lish any user bias.

Defenge Documentation Center (17n)
z.

The DDC Demand Bibliography cohtains all the information available on the

teport literature included id the Ilechnical Abstract Bulletin (TAB): i.e., complete

bibliographic citation and ad ebstfact. This bibliography arrives within two to

lout week§ after the initial request and is a computer printout on 7 x 11-inch

pages. Eath page usually containg only one citation although on occasion two

itets will be included. The citations are not arranged sequentially by accession

number throughout the bibliography. Blank pages often are included and increase

the bulk unnecessarily. All docuMents are cited in one bibliography that then is

assigned the highest secutity classification applicable.

An average of 15 to 25 percent of the reports cited in the DDC Demand

Bibliography is requested; this percentage is not higher because DDC collects all

Department of Defense (DoD)-sponsored literature regardless of the subject. The

3
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reports cited are available from DDC; thus, processing the document orders is

strictly routine.

Another type of search from DDC, the Research and Technology Resume,

is based on the DD Form 1498, which is a periodic report on each DoD contract

by the project engineer. This searching service was new in the first quarter of

1966 and was extremely slow during the first months of operation. Minimum

response time was four to six weeks, and some returns did not arrive for several

months. The service had improved by the end of 1966, and most requests were

completed within four weeks.

Twenty-six data elements appear on the DD Form 1498; all or any desired

combination of these elements are supplied on demand. A duplicate.of the form,

if requested, is supplied on .11 x 14-inch paper. By specifying the DF05 format,

the paper size will be reduced to 7 x 11 inches. The acquisition of further

informationoabout projects referenced in the DDC Research and Technology Resume

necessitates contacting project personnel.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

The NASA Literature Search is based on the report literature abstracted

in its. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and on the published

literature in the International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA) and supplies complete

bibliographic information, but no abstract. The search returns arrive within

two to four weeks after the initial request in the form of a computer printout

on a standard 8-1/2 x 11-inch format. The bibliography is not very bulky since

abstracts are omitted. Usually three or four items are cited on each page. Each

search is divided into three sections according to classification of the documents

cited: unclassified, limited, and classified. Citations arc :...rranged sequentially

by accession number within each section.



An average of 25 to 35 percent of the reports cited in the NASA Litera-

ture Search is requested; this high percentage is because NASA collects all the

literature within'its subject interests regardless of the sponsor. These subject

interests are closely allied to the efforts of the AFAPL engineering personnel.

The reports cited are not all available from NASA and thus require various methods

of acquisition; the resulting, rather complex problems are discussed later.

;cience Information Exchange (SIE)

The SIE is a registry of current, applied and basic research projects

with the emphasis on the latteri The tegistry is mostly of non-DoD efforts

although recent provisions have been made for the release of unclassified DoD

projects to the SIE from DDC. Negotiations also are underway with iiASA for its

unclassified project information. Title, principal investigator and his address,

an abstract of proposed research, and contract or grant number are listed for each

project On the search return; however, as a rule, one or more of these items is

. not complete. The SIE answers within one to three weeks and will notify the

requestoi if a delay occurs in ptc5cessing. The responses are not standardized;

i.e., the returds are reproductions of the forms in the SIE files.

Less than 5 percent of all returns from the SIE results in requests.

However, a basic incompatibility ekists between the AFAPL mission and the applied

and,basic research projects registered at the SIE. The acquisition of further

information about projects referenced in the SIE return necessitates contacting

project personnel, a complicated procedure in many instances. Answers to such

requests for further information are always slow and may require an average of

four to six weeks. In addition, futther information is not available in many

cases.

5



National Referral Center (NRC)

The NRC is a registry of potential sources of informatiori; these sources

may be industrial concerns, academic centers, societies, libraries) iftformation

centers, or abstracting journals. The information provided includes title, address,

contact, and availability and/or description of the service; not all this informa-

tion is supplied for each service. The NRC responds either by lettet or by te1ez-

phone per requestor instructions. A letter return may require from tout to six

weeks; a telephone response, within a week to ten days. The letter replies are

the standard business type and are easy to handle.

No meaningful figures can be given for the NRC search returns since its

service basically is incompatible with the request from AFAPL engineering per6onnele

The interests of most of the organizations or information Sources registeied at the

NRC are quite broad. However, a query from the AFAPL usually is vetY specific.

Due to the marked differences between the specificity of the question and the

system queried, the NRC returns are nearly useless. FoiloW-up oh the referrals

is unreliable and usually fruitless.

Interest Profiles

The current-awareness services of NASA and the Foreign TeehnolOgy

Division (FTD) complement the retrospective literature-searching prOgram. The

AFAPL engineering personnel have established interest profiles .i4ith these organi-

zations in order to participate in their services. The STINFO Office has assiSted

in preparing the profiles; this assistance is similar to that offered for retro-

spective literature-search requests.

The NASA-SD1 Program has proved its value to the laboratory4 The AFAPL

has 21 participants in the program. Most of these participants are satisfied

6



with the performance of the program; 13 of the 21 have a notice-to-relevant-notice

ratio greater than 50 percent. Most participants also are ordering between 10 and

25 percent of the announced documents. These figures are based on weekly notices.

Sufficient information on the FTD program is not available to discuss

its value.

Document Acquisition

Requests to acquire a specific publication may result from a literature

search return, a current-awareness announcement, or efforts among engineering

personnel to keep current with a particular subject field. Sixty-five to 70 per-

cent of such requests can be supplied from the report collections of DDO, NASA,

the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), and/or the report, book, and journal collec-

tions of local libraries. Another 20 percent of the requests is obtained through

interlibrary ioan. Most loans are from the American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) Or a government depository library; a few, from univer-

sity and company libraries. Five percent of the residual requests is purchased

from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (CFSTI)

or from the Government Printing Office (GPO). The final 10 percent is requested

from the originating organitation or the author. All efforts are made to acquire

the document from an information organization, rather than from the organization

or author issuing the document.

The time and effort required to service a request fot a specific docu-

ment vary depending on the source. Documents available from DDC, NASA, and AEC

usually arrive within two to three weeks if processed correctly on the standard

order forms from each source. By borrowing reports, books, and journals from

local libraries, requests can be filled within-24 hours to a week. Materials



usually can be obtained through interlibrary loan within an average of four to

six weeks, but may be as long as several months. Considerable effort is expended

in requesting and the subsequent handling of these loan materials. The acquisition

of documents from the CFSTI and GPO necessitates the typing of.special orders;

materials arrive from CFSTI in a minimum of four to six weeks, but .from GPO in a

maximum of four weeks. Documents that cannot be obtained from any source other

than the originator usually will take several months to acquire, if available at

all. These documents must be requested by individUal letter and often will

require considerable follow-up correspondence. STINFO Office personnel, not

engineering personnel, expend the necessary effort to acquire requested documents

from the point of the request until the document 'arrives on the requestor's desk.

.Summary

The DbC and NASA information services are both indispensable to the

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory for providing literature-searching services

and for supplying documents. The other centers supplement the returns from DDC

and NASA.
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the Earth from Satellites, University of Miami, 1965.
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the Earth from Satellites, University of Miami, 1965.
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with CO2 lasers.
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ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING, AN EXPERIMENTAL COURSE

by Dr. Isaac D. Welt

Isaac D. Welt Ph,D., Professor and Deputy Director, Scieniific and Technical In-

formation Systems, Center for Technology and Administration, The American Univer-

sity, Washington, D.C. Presented before the Documentation Section, Special Library

Association, New York Meeting, May 319 1967.

Education for special librarianship has been a perennial subject for dis.

cussion for at least several decades. A great deal of Controversy and confusion has

accompanied the "search" for newer and better curricula and courses, cs is evidenced

from the extensive literature which has accumulated. With the last ten years, the

impact of documentation or information science has been particularly marked. Numer-

ous special librarians are now involired in documentation activities for which they

'were not forma4y trained in their years of education in the library schools of this

country. As a result, most progressive educators feel that some degree of academic

training is a "must" if the special librarian of the future is to play his proper

and rightful role in the acquisition, processing and dissemination of the results of

scholarly endeavor which make up the raw materials of most special libraries and

information centers. What then is to be taught, by whom and in what context?

It is obvious, at least to me, that a good deal of the source of the con-

fusion can be ascribed to the documentalists themselves. They are still busy de-

fining "documentation" and "information science", Many of us still confuse "document

retrieval" with "information retrieval", to cite an example, Accordingly, they can-

not delineate their educational goals with any degree of precision or with the as-

surance that other practitioners will agree with them. Hence, the bewilderment of

educators in the field of special librarianship is not entirely surprising.

My own feeling is that one cannot, even with the best of intentions,

divorce his awn educational background and qualifications from his definition of



documentation or from his list of educational priorities. In other words, to a

trained mathematician, information science (or documentation insofar as I am con-

cerned) is based on mathematical foundations and a heavy dose of the "queen of the

sciences" is therefore recommended to any siecial librarian who wants to qualify as

an information scientist. Similarly, the linguists stress their specialty, the

philosophers theirs and the computer scientists (the first time in the history of

science that an entire discipline is being built around a machine) feel that each

and every fledgeling documentalist must be an expert both in "hardware" and its

accompanying "software".

In addition, the struggle between the librarian snd the documentalist

over which discipline is more fundamental still goes on. This is well illustrated

by two quotations from a recent issue of Special Libraries. Swank, a librarY

schOol dean, states that "I do not believe that information science is a field

'separate from librarianship. It is rather a fresh insight into the nature of li-

.brarianships"and "Like documentation, it is an extension of librarianship." (1).

Taylor, an advocate of the primacy of information science, states his case as follows:

"it is important to remeMber that the library is but one application of information

science" (2).

An area in which some degree'of agreement is possible involves that of

data processing and its application in the library. Special librarians have been

quick to realize that many of the tedious sub-professional routines can be automated

by means of readily-available computerized techniques. (3). Accordingly, some in-

strnction UAW seems destined for early inclusion within the slowly-changing cur-

Arnim ofiAmt library school, However, this is not the most important contribution

which this no* discipline can mike, and the computervsurprisingly enough, need nOt

be directly involved.

Disregarding, for a moment, the necessity for an all-encompassing "phil-

osophy" of librarianship, as advocated by Shera (4), among others, the importance

of teaching special librarians the working philosophy of "user orientation" cannot



be overestimated. As Zackert states: "user-satisfaction is the major motivating

force in special library planning" (5). In practical terms, this can most easily

be achieved by the active participation of the librarian in the communication.

process whereby the user is provided with the !Jatellectual product of the producer,

be it a document or the "raw" information itself. As Taylor says: "librarians, by

consciously or unconsciously limiting themselves to one form only, the book, have

excluded themselves from much of the dynamism affecting the formal process of com-

munication of information." (2).

To a non-librarian, classification and its practical applications, such as

subject cataloging, represent the most truly "professional" and intellectually-

demanding aspects of the librarian's job. However, with the possible exception of

the UDC, which represents a classification of knowledge rather than of documents,

most of these schemes are too superficial to meet the needs of the scholarly com-

munity, especially of scientists and engineers. As a result, users have developed

the alphabetico-specific index to meet their information retrieval needs. Compre-

hensive abstracting services have also been`inaugurated with the aim of reducing the

verbosity of the average scholarly communication without losing its message. It is

no exaggeration to state that the problems of abstracting and indexing constitute

the main subject matter of courses in documentation. Those few of us who are actively

engaged in teaching such courses, either within the library school or as an integral

part of other curricular offerings, are well-ware of these difficulties. Yet such

courses must become part of the library school curriculum, available, at least as

electives, to students contemplating a career in special librarianship. As an active

collaborator with the user in the intellectually-exciting world of abstracting and

indexing, the librarian would quickly become user-oriented and would be enabled to

bridge the communication gap between the scholar or scientist as user and as producer.

I am glad to note that Rees, a resrected library school teacher and productive re-

search worker agrees (6), although I regret his designation of these important

intellectual tasks as "technical processes" at about the same level in his
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classification as "interlibrary loans% a process which is readily amenable to

automation,

The training of special librarians as abstractors and indexers would go

far to relieve the severe shortage of these Specialists which is particularly acute

in scientific and technical areas. The higher salary scales available to such in-

dividuals might also tend to raise the economic status of the entire profession.

Furthermore, since many librarians may find themselves, sooner or later, working

within the administrative confines of the "information center", it is to their advan-

tage to be exposed, at least, to as many of the functions of such centers during

their academic years. Finally,.and most important, such sl4lls will enable the

librarian to survive "the age of aUtomation" as true professionals doing professional

work. For, at\least to the beet of my knowledge, automatic abstracting and indexing

are still as far away as ever. The use of the computer in performing intellectual

.tasks of this magnitude and complexity is still in the dim and very distant future.

iihen and if it should come to pass, however, the machine will still have to be

taught to simulate the intricacies of human thought, as represented by the decision-

making processes of the skilled abstractor and indexer at work on a difficult

scientific paper.

The problem of subject-matter competence comes up whenever a discussion of

thia sort arises. Admittedly, most library school.students do not major in science

and would have considerable difficulty in attempting the analysis of the complex

scientific and technical literature. A high degree of interest and motivation may

overcome these initial disadvantages, and on-the-job training has been quite success-

ful in removing scholastic deficiencies. Many highly skilled indexers and abstractors,

working withing the nnmerous information centers maintained by the chemical industry,

for example, came from a liberal arts educational background.

FUrthermore, it is believed that there exists a common "modUs operandi" in-

sofar as the basic skills of abstracting and indexing are concerned. There should
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then be a "crossover" of such skills from one field to another. In other words, if

a librazian who has majored in history, learns to abstract and index the literature

of historical research, it should then be easier for him to "pick up" the subject

matter of Chemistry or Biology on the job and do a creditable job in those areas as

well. These contentions are largely speculative. We do not have sufficient infor-

mation concerning the nature of the abstracting and indexing process as practiced by

skilled professionals and hence, cannot easily develop the most promising or effi-

cient training procedures.

The author has had considerable experience in teaching such courses to

selected students, first at the Drexel Institute of Technology Graduate School of

Library Scier:e where most of the students, at least in the courses in Information

Science, had a scientific undergraduate background. More recently, similar courses

have been developed and taught to students at the Center for Technology and Adminis-

tration of the American University as part of the curriculum leading to the M.S.

and Ph.D. degrees in Public Administration: Technology of Management, in non-

library environment.'

It was with great anticipation, therefore, that I undertook to teach a

similar course to lfbrary school students pursuing their studies within, the Depart-

ment of Library Services of the University of Hawaii, in Honolulu, in the summer of

1966. The invitation to develop and to teach such a course was kindly extended to

me by Dr. Ralph R. Shaw, who had recently developed the library school in Hawaii.

This was to be an intensive, three-week course of thirty lectures, each consisting of

some seventy-five minutes of class time, twice a day, five times a week. It was to

have a practical bent, involving assignments which stressed actual abstracting and

indexing practice, and was available as an elective to all library school students.

The class consisted of fourteen registered students and two auditors, their

educational backgrounds ranging from Nuclear Engineering to Fine Arts. In spite of

this great diversity in preparation, a suitable course was constructed and taught.

Fortunately, some but not all of the students had previously taken a course in



documentation taught by Dr. Shaw. However, as can be seen from the course outline

which follws, an integrated approach to communication techniques and practices among

scholars was deemed to be a pre-requisite so that students could understand what part

of tbe total spectrum of comnunication practices was occupied by abstracts and indexes.

No textbook was found suitable. Instead, students were advised to browse freely

among the books in the Z 39 and other sections of the bookstacks. Fortunately, the

Library of the University of Hawaii had an excellent collection of both books and

periodicals in documentation, information science and "conventional" library science,

no mean feat considering its location.

The course outline which follows is unedited and,represents a somewhat

illogical sequence of topics. It *does however, constitute a cross-section of the

notes which the students took during the lectures. It was considered exceedingly im-

portant to obtain adequate student "feedback" so that more user-orientation could be

built into succeeding curricular offerings in this important area.

'Course Outline:- (30 lectures)

1. Introduction. Books and documents and their information content. Or-

ganization by classification, cataloging and shelf-listing. Abstracting and index-

ing as a means of organizing knowledge. Special librarianship and doCumentation.

National libraries, academic libraries and industrial libraries. The Information

center and its functions.

2. Societies and the Information "Explosion". Organizations of document-

alists and information scientists and their publications. "Keeping-up" with the

literature in the field. Librarians, scientists, engineers, logicians, mathemati-

cians, linguists, etc. Their contributions.

3. Communication. Written, verbal, pictorial. Audio-visuals. Technical

writing, editing and publishing. Automation of publication techniques and their

"fringe-benefits" to documentation and special librarianship. Reprography and

computerized photocomposition. Role of government, scientific societies and commer

cial groups in the disseminatio4 process.



4. Primary and Secondary Publications. Papers, monographs, dissertations

and theses, textbooks, revings, abstract3, indexes to abstracts, indexes to original

papers, bock indexes, handbooks and "critical" tables. Specialized information ser-

vices and their products. The Systems Approach to literature control. Planning for

the future.

5. Information Theory, and Elementary Introduction. Analogy between

scientific and technical communication and communications electronics. Medium and

message. "Noise." Selectivity and sensitivity problems. Channels And Shannon -

Weaver.

6. Linguistics, an Elementary Introduction. The natural imprecision of

language. Translation problems, not only between foreign languages but among

varied disciplinary jargons. Chemistry as a specialized international language.

"Mechanical translation".

7. The Information Spectrum. The laboratory notebook or protocol. The

progress report and final report. Technical reports and the literature. Patents

and their special problems. The "scholarly" paper. The bibliography. Journal

abbreviations and the "coden". Transliteration of citations. The newer types

(Communications, Letters to the Editor, Proceedings, Notes, etc.). Errata. Compu-

terization and other means of automation.

8. Annotations, Indicative and J.nformative Abstracts. Varying information

content, .Title and sub-title. Hierarchical and non-hierarchical classification of

abstracts. Author abstracts and "slanting". Selective abstracting for maximum

user-orientation. "Target groups" of users in information centers. The major

services. Discipline-oriented and mission-oriented abstracts. How to abstract.

9. Current Awareness and Retrospective Search. The title services:

Search strategies in the scientific and scholarly literature. The "extract". The

author's summary. Continuation of How to abstract.

10. The Ideal Paper. Historical introduction, experimental'design, ap-

paratus and equipment, methodology, results, discussion, conclusion and summary. Or,

"Why did I do it?" "How did I intend to do it?" "What happened when I did it?" "Why

- 7 -



did it happen?" "What have others done or concluded?" "What happened and why in the

light of the experience oi others as cilloted in the literature?" Continuation of How

to abstract.

11, The State of the Abstracting Art. Special problems in tIle social

sciences, humanities and fine arts, based on student "feedback." Co-pperative ab-

stracting activities. Continuation of How to Ostract.

12. Journal Coverage. The "Bradford-Vickery" Law of Scattering. The

ftprestige" order of journals. Translated journals and their shortcomings. The

language problem in covering the foreign literature. The training of abstractors.

13. Cost Factors. A detailed "case-history" of a medium.sized industrial

abstracting services in the chemical industry. Typing and proof-reading, editing,

corrections, filing, classification, printing, binding and mailing. Conclusion of

How to abstract.

14. The Future of the Published Paper. The "invisible" college and in-

'formation exchange groups. The role of the scientific meeting, workshop, symposium,

colloquium, etc. The "off-the-record" conference (i.e. Gordon Conferences). Pre-

prints and reprints.

15. The Computer as a Tool. Introduction to the use of computers in docul.

mentation. Boolean logic and search strategy in a very elementary form, The game

of "twenty questions."

16. Traditional Classification Systems. The Dewey Decimal and Library of

Congress Systems. Advantages and disadvantages. Classification in Science (Linnean).

Hierarchical and non=h4=1-='!'"4--1 e-re-L=.me ".7Jation to RbFlif The Universal

Decimal Classification System with illustrative examples.

17. Newer Classification Systems. Colon classification and fsceted classi-

fication with illustrative examples. The multi-dimensional approach, Books and

documents. When is a book, a book and not a periodical? Document retrieval and in-

formation retrieval.

18. Input and Output to an Information System. Costs. User-oriented in-

dexing systems. Indexing-in-depth, what does it mean? Recall no, relpvElna;



19. Conventional Indexing. Indexing by librarians and by scientir.

"ProfessOnal indexers" (e.g. Chemical Abstracts Service), their recruitment an:

training. "Decline" of "conventional" indexing:

20. Indexins-out-of-Context - Author's Vocabulary. The "uniterm" and its

history. Direct and inverted file systems; "Posting" and "addresses". Co-ordinate

indexing. The mechanization by "peek-a-boo" techniques. Hardware considerations.

Importance of subject matter to be indexed. Should not be used in fields where

vocabulary is unstandardized and confused, such as the social sciences. Useful in

Chemistry, however.

21. Pre-coordination. The problem of "false drops". Examples such ss

"shock treatment", "treatment shodk" and "treatment of shock". How to index.

22. Indexing-out-of-Contextp- Artificial Restoration of Context. Syntacti-

cal problems. "English is a work-order language." Correlative indexing. Links and

roles. their advantages and disadvantages. Continuation of How to index.

23. Indexing-in-Context :The Title Index. The KWIC and KWOC indexes,

WADEX and other modifications. Inclusion of UDC in indexes produced by computer.

Augmented KWIC index (e.g. BASIC). Con'tinuation of How'to index.

24. The Thesaurus. Descriptors and the standardized vocabulary. Scope-

notes and definitions. The subject authority list. Continuation of How to index.

25. Thesaurus Construction and Use. MESH, EJC and examples of other the-

sauri. Thesaurus-building by "committee". Continuation of HOw to index.

26. Computers and Thesauri. Compatibility problems. Mechanization of

standard vocabularies. Problems in the social sciences and humanitiest Coding

techniques. Conclusion of How to index.

27. The Citation Index. Development of the citation index and its use.'

Examples. Bibliographic "coupling" and networks of papers.

28. The Index-Abstract Approach. The "miniabitract" in the biomedical

field. "Case study" of the Cardiovascular Literature Project. Advantages and dis-

advantages. Production techniques by "step-and-repeat" camera.

tion of the Index'Medicus.
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29. Selective Dissemination of Documents and Information. Use of cm."

puters in.providing a truly "customized" service. User "profileS" and their up-

dating. Importance of efficient user "feedback" to the success of the.system. "on-

line" computerized systems and their costs. Project MAC and the INTREX approach.

30. Research in Indexing. Work frequencies and the "concordance"

approach. Computational linguistics and statistical methods. The psychological

P

approach concerning indexer and user behavior. ThelAslib-Cranfield experiment.

Summary and conclusions.

31. FINAL EXAMINATION.

As can easily be seen from careful review of the foregoing, what started

as a course in abstracting and indexing actually became a series of lectures on the

problems of scientific and scholarly communication in this computer age. This only

serves to emphasize the central role played by abstracts and indexes in this area.

The homework assignments\accompanying the course of lectures were threefold:-

1. Each student was assigned 6 carefully selected (selected by former

students at Drexel and American University as a result of critical comments).papers

and asked to prepare a critical abstract of each. The assigned papers were the

following:-

(a). Berner S. "Subject Slanting in Scientific Abstracting Publications."

Iter. Conf. Sci. Inform. Area II, 19600 407-427.

(b). Crane E.J. and C.C. Langham. "On-the-job-Training at Chemical

Abstracts Service." J. Chem. Documentation, 1962, 2: 199-204;

(c). Brodsky G.L. "Abstracting Control." in Technical Information Center

Administration, Arthur W. Elias, ed., 1964, 1: 57-71.

(d). Mohlman J.W. "Costs of an Abstracting Program." J. Chem. Documen..:,

tation 1961, 1: 64-67.

(e). Markus J. "State of tht Art of Published Indexes." Aker, Documen-

tation, 1962, 13: 15-30.

(f). Fischer M. "The KWIC Index Concept: A Retrospective View," Amer.

Documentation, 1966, 17: 59-70.



2. Each student was required to scan the journal literature in their

field of undergraduate specialization and to select, in consultation with the

instructor, a journal containing 6 scholarly articles suitable for subsequent

abstracting and indexing. The following journals were chOsen (the field is given

in parentheses):

(a). American Journal of Psychiatry (Psychiatry)

(b). Art Bulletin (History of Art and Art Criticism)

(c). Bulletin of the Medical Library Assoc. (Medical librarianship)

(d). Economic Botany

(e). Hispania

(f). Foreign Affairs

(g). Harvard Business Review

(h). Monatshefte

(1). Nucleonics

(j). Political Science Quarterly

(k). Japanese Sociological Review

(1). Journal of Experimental Zoology

(m). Libri

(n). Special Libraries

(o). Journal of Asian Studies

(Agricultural Economics)

(Spanish Literary Criticism, Bilingual)

(International Relations)

(Business Administration)

(Geiman Literary Criticism, Bilingual)

(Nuclear Physics, Instrumentation)

(Political Science)

(Sociology, in Japanese)

(Zoology)

(Library Science)

(Library Science)

(General scholarly journal)

The above list amply illustrates the diversity of subject matter and even

language selected by the students.

After selection of articles, each student was required to write an anno

tation, an indicative abstract and an informative abstract for each article. After

the work was examined by the instructor, it was returned to the students for

selection of keywords from both titles of the selected papers and from their cor

responding informative abstracts. Upon comparison of the two lists, the students

were able to conclude, ail least to some degree, whether their abstracting efforts

were of sufficient retrieval value without the abstracts. Most students, I might



add, were singularly unimpressed with the supposed advantages of title keywords

over abstract keywords as a means for locating pertinent documents.

In the absence of a suitable text, the following "how to" papers vere

found helpful in guiding the students in their abstracting and indexing endeavors

and were distributed to them:-

(a). Weil B.H., I. Zarember and H. Owen. "Technical-Abstracting Funda-

mentals. I. Introduction." J. Chem. Documentation, 1963, 3: 86-89.

(b). Weil B.H., I. Zarember and H. Owen. "Technical-Abstracting Funds,.

manta's. II, Writing Principles and Practices." J. Chem. Documentation, 1963,

3: 125-132.

(c). Weil B.H*, H. Owen and I. Zarember. "Technical-Abstracting Funds'.

mentals. III* Publishing Abstracts in Primary Journals." J. Chem. Documentation,

1963, 3: 132-136.

(d). Knable J.P. II. "An Experiment Comparing Key Words Found in Indexes

and Abstracts Prepared by Humans with Those in Titles." Amer. Documentation, 1965,

16: 123-124.

The final examination was scheduled for two hours. It is given below:-

1. Define the following terms briefly:-

(a). scope notes (b)* target group. lc). permuted title index

(d). UDC (e). co-ordinate indexing (f). auto-abstracts (g). summary

(h). technical report

2. Define and discuss the varying information content of the (a)'. title,'

(b). annotation, (c). indicative abstract and (d). informatilke ab-

stract, giving examples from your own abstracting assignments wherever

indicated*

It is gratifying to be ible to report that the students did.exceedingly

well on this examination as well as in the assignments which they submitted. In

addition to all of this, one of mir students from Japan presented me with a scholarly

"state-of-the-art" review on the situation in,his native country with respect to the



development of documentation and computer applications to storage and retrieval

problems.

The author felt that the course was a success and should be repeated,

with suitable modifications, in other library schools, Unfortunately, although

invited to repeat the course at the University of Hawaii during the summer session

of 1967, other and previous commitments make this impossible.

In conclusion, I would like to extend my sincerest appreciation to Dr.

Ralph Shaw for making this experiment, and hence, this paper, possible, Dr. Robert

Stevens Director of the Sinclair Library and Acting Director of the Department of

Library Services was most cooperative and hospitable. I am indebted to Harold

Sharp and George Bonn of the Faculty and Library staff for numerous kindnesses.

Most of all, however, I am beholden to my hard-working and long-suffering students,

whose divzirsity in race, religion and hue of skin represent the "one world" of

0
tomorrow and who added to the delights of spending several weeks in "the loveliest

fleet of Islands that lies anchored in any ocean."
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